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advised decision. Accompanied by one other man,
Haywood, he headed out across the young sea ice for Cape
Evans. The two men were never seen again. The remaining
Hut Point party waited until July 15 before crossing and
arrived safely at Cape Evans. Ten months had passed since
they began the final depot-laying journeys. In total, they
had man-hauled sledges some 1500 miles, nearly twice the
distance to Mount Hope and back.
In the final chapter, Richards describes his sighting of
the Aurora on January 10, 1917. For the men ashore, the
sight of the ship brought great joy, not only because of
their own imminent rescue, but also for the fact that the
ship had survived the blizzard that broke it away from
Cape Evans nearly two years earlier. With Shackleton on
board, the Aurora had left Port Chalmers on December 20,
1916. On January 10, 1917, as the ship reached the ice edge
off Cape Royds, the crew sighted seven men with dogs and
sleds coming from Cape Evans. The author recounts that
the first man to reach him and the other men and shake their
hands was Shackleton. The Aurora arrived in Wellington
Harbour on February 9, 1917. Later that same year, the
ship disappeared without a trace after leaving Sydney,
Australia. Readers well versed in South Pole expedition
literature may well say of the Ross Shore Party story,
“three cheers for the dogs.” Oscar died in the Wellington
Zoo in 1939. Richards died in 1985 at the age of 91.
The Scott Polar Research Institute is to be commended
for re-issuing Richards’ account of his participation in the
Ross Sea Party Expedition. A broader and more general
readership of this work would have been well served by a
new introduction to the book that was more historically
inclusive than the brief statements provided by the author.
One or more updated maps would also have been a great
aid to the reader. Richards’ book adds little to Joyce’s 1929
account, which also served as the source for Shackleton’s
description of the Ross Sea Party in his book, South. The
account of the Ross Sea Party remains vastly overshad-
owed by Shackleton’s Endurance calamity. The fact that
three men, and very nearly the entire party, died while
carrying out their part of Shackleton’s lofty trans-Antarc-
tic plans may further explain the relative obscurity of this
episode, as it somewhat tarnishes the heroic shine of
Shackleton’s efforts.
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Setting out to dispel the myth that co-management and
land-claim processes are working, Hunters and Bureau-
crats: Power, Knowledge and Aboriginal-State Relations
in the Southwest Yukon is an important and sobering look
at the nature of Aboriginal-state relations in northern
Canada today. Because of the complex nature of the
struggles and logic of engagement involved, Aboriginal
peoples often pay a tremendous price for entering into co-
management and land-claim agreements. Nadasdy’s in-
depth ethnographic analysis of Aboriginal-state relations
in the southwest Yukon suggests that, far from being
empowering, the participation of Kluane First Nations
peoples in land-claim negotiations and on the Ruby Range
Sheep Steering Committee has threatened the very fabric
of who they are and how they relate to land, to animals, and
to each other. They have had to adopt the unfamiliar
languages, rules, and assumptions of wildlife biology and
property law, in some cases translating their own cultural
values and understandings into a “currency” that the state
can use. By accepting western European assumptions
about land, animals, and property, Kluane peoples have
been forced to set aside their own ways of knowing and
speaking. To engage bureaucratic representatives of the
state in co-management and land-claim processes, Kluane
peoples have had to learn, think, act, and organize them-
selves in very different ways and to develop bureaucratic
behaviours and institutions modelled after the state. These
new patterns have engendered a host of changes and
tensions that undermine the very culture and ways of life
that co-management and land-claim processes were sup-
posed to protect in the first place.
Nadasdy’s focus on the use of power and knowledge in
co-management and land claims is both refreshing and
long overdue, as he identifies many of the systemic barri-
ers and insidious processes of assimilation inherent in
these discourses. In fact, everyone currently involved in
these processes should attempt to read Hunters and Bu-
reaucrats before contemplating another decision. Unfor-
tunately, because of the way the book is written, it may not
be very accessible to those who could most benefit from its
message (i.e., Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal parties to
co-management and land claims). Nevertheless, much of
what is said in this book will strike a responsive chord in
the hearts and minds of most engaged in struggles to make
these processes work.
Hunters and Bureaucrats is actually one book and a
journal article. The “book” deals with the issue of Aborigi-
nal-state relations in co-management and how the Kluane
people have been forced into accepting the language and
institutions of “wildlife management” to protect their
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rights to and interests in animals, only to discover that such
processes undermine their relationships with animals, while
concentrating control over their lives in the hands of the
state. Nadasdy is at his best when he discusses the integra-
tion/transformation processes to which Kluane peoples
must subject their knowledge in order to participate in co-
management. The focus on co-management accounts for
some 80% of the volume’s content, and alone would have
made a significant contribution to the literature on Abo-
riginal-state relations in northern Canada. The “journal
article” addresses basically the same process, but in the
context of land claims and property rights. To engage in
land-claim discourses, the Kluane people have also had to
adopt very different ways of thinking and speaking. Moreo-
ver, they have “had to create and operate within bureau-
cratic structures that mirror those” of the state (p. 261).
Yet, these institutions, which are built on very different
assumptions about how humans should relate to the world,
have helped to undermine the very way of life that land-
claim agreements are supposed to preserve.
Although Nadasdy identifies many negative conse-
quences of knowledge and power dynamics in co-manage-
ment and land claims, his claim that such “processes…have
gone largely unnoticed by scholars” (p. 9) is somewhat
overstated. Many of the same processes witnessed by
Nadasdy have been observed previously by other research-
ers (e.g., Caulfield, 1997; Feit, 1998; Spak, 2001;
Stevenson, 1997, 1999). In the absence of more case
studies, many of Nadasdy’s points must be considered
working hypotheses about how co-management and land-
claim discourses develop and unfold. This is not to say that
his assumptions are incorrect. Rather, incorporating other
case studies into the discussion would have made his
insights that much more effective and powerful.
Particularly interesting to me was the fact that Nadasdy
did not consider whether there were any political motivations
behind knowledge claims forwarded by Kluane partici-
pants in co-management. Kluane people insisted that there
had been a catastrophic decline in the sheep population in
recent decades, and that more drastic conservation meas-
ures (than what other committee members were proposing)
were needed. This is generally at odds with my experiences
with the Southeast Baffin Beluga Committee (SEBBC) and
the Beverly and Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board,
where Aboriginal parties generally advocate fewer hunting
restrictions, not more, even if they agree that there are
fewer animals available to hunt than before. Granted,
Kluane people were not implicated as factors in either
creating or contributing to the decline, as was the case in
the above examples. Nevertheless, a discussion addressing
the possible political motivations behind the Kluane peo-
ple’s use of their knowledge, and the urgency for more
drastic management actions, would have resulted in a more
balanced and informed piece about the role of politics in
co-management discourses. Back in 1978 – 80, when I was
working in Kluane National Park as a seasonal archaeolo-
gist, sheep hunting by outfitters formed the basis of many
an informal conversation with Kluane people. Although
Aboriginal opposition to this activity was expressed as
concern for the sheep upon which they depended for many
values, it was also viewed as an infringement of their
rights, and the sense that I got was that they would do
anything within reason to stop it. Why would Aboriginal
peoples not use their knowledge for their own advantage
when most other parties to co-management do this, at least
unconsciously, all the time?
Much of what Nadasdy has to say on knowledge-power
discourses in co-management regimes has been recog-
nized before, not only by anthropologists (e.g., Caulfield,
1997; Feit, 1998; Stevenson, 1997, 1999; Stevenson and
Webb, 2003), but by Aboriginal peoples themselves:
Our traditional ecological knowledge is too often taken
out of context, misinterpreted, or misused. What wildlife
managers, biologists, and bureaucrats understand … is
interpreted within their own knowledge and value systems,
not ours. In the process, our special ways of knowing and
doing things … are crushed by scientific knowledge and
the state management model. … With various culturally
inappropriate or irrelevant concepts such as “wildlife
management”, “stock”, ... ” harvest”, … “total allowable
catches” [and] “quotas”, the state management system is
a form of intrusion that threatens to crush the “tried and
true”, the dynamic, evolving and effective systems of
local management and the ... knowledge that informs
those systems. (Kuptana, 1996)
It is one thing for anthropologists to recognize the roles
of state-sponsored wildlife management in perpetuating
existing Aboriginal-state power relationships. However,
these messages take on an added significance and a sense
of urgency when they originate with Aboriginal peoples.
Nadasdy should have at least been aware that Aboriginal
leaders were raising similar concerns years earlier, espe-
cially since remarks identical to Kuptana’s (e.g., those of
Ingmar Egede) were made at a conference whose proceed-
ings he cites (Roberts, 1996).
Throughout Hunters and Bureaucrats, Nadasdy takes
special pains, using concepts such as “respect,” “balance,”
and “reciprocity,” to flesh out the appropriate relation-
ships between Kluane people and the animals (i.e., sen-
tient non-human beings with power) upon which they
depend. This is why his uncritical application and exten-
sion of the concept of “wildlife management” to Kluane
people seems so curious, and runs counter to much of what
is said in Hunters and Bureaucrats. While we are told that
it is inappropriate to conceive of humans as controlling the
hunt, the concept of “managing animals” is not subjected
to the same scrutiny. Many Aboriginal elders that I know
would simply think it absurd that humans could manage
animals. While I am sure that this is just an oversight on the
author’s part, this omission underscores just how embed-
ded western European cultural constructions have become
in the thought and speech of even the most critical social
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scientists. If Nadasdy, culturally sensitized as he is, can
fall into this trap, what hope is there for the rest of us? In
recent essays (e.g., Stevenson, 1998, 1999, 2000; Stevenson
and Webb, 2003), I have asked researchers working with
Aboriginal peoples to be far more critical of the implica-
tions of imposing their cultural conventions and construc-
tions on the Aboriginal peoples in contexts of traditional
knowledge integration and co-management. It is vital for
researchers who are “cultured” in the western scientific
tradition, and who work with peoples of different cultures,
to critically examine the cultural biases, values, and as-
sumptions inherent within their own knowledge claims
and institutions, and how these may disarm Aboriginal
knowledge and management systems and their related
institutions and practices. Because of their uncritical ac-
ceptance of their own “truths,” researchers frequently and
unwittingly become agents of cultural change and assimi-
lation for the authoritative knowledge systems and institu-
tional structures in power (Stevenson and Webb, 2003).
The most disappointing thing about Hunters and Bu-
reaucrats is that Nadasdy does not consider any real
solutions to the status quo. While he does advocate the
devolution of wildlife management to local First Nations
(p. 268), he also understands just how difficult this project
would be. However, it is simply not enough to state that
while “all manner of hypothetical alternatives” could be
suggested, “… these seem completely unrealistic, with no
grounding in social reality” (p. 269). Nadasdy may very
well be right, i.e., it may take a “radical rethinking and
restructuring of Aboriginal-state relations” to effect real
change. But to give up before trying, I feel, is misguided
and fails to understand what this country is all about. So
where do we go from here? Is the future as bleak as
Nadasdy implies?
I, for one, believe that, existing institutional barriers
and inequitable Aboriginal-state relations aside, there is
good will on both sides to nurture the conditions and
institutions of social equity and justice to which we all
aspire. So how do we create the space for Aboriginal
peoples to effectively engage the state in land-claim nego-
tiations and co-management processes? One solution was
presented to us by First Nations peoples hundreds of years
ago, in a device known as the two-row wampum
(Degiya’göh Resources, 2004). According to the
Haudenosaunee (Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy), their
ancestors developed the concept of the two-row wampum
so they could peacefully co-exist and share resources with
the Europeans. The two-row wampum embodies the prin-
ciples of sharing, mutual recognition, and respect: it is
based on a nation-to-nation relationship that acknowl-
edges the autonomy, authority, and jurisdiction of each
nation. The two rows symbolize two paths or two vessels,
each with its own laws and customs, travelling down the
same river of life together, neither trying to steer the
other’s vessel.
Inuit and biologists with whom I worked on the SEBBC
effectively used the concept of the two-row wampum in
1993 – 94 to resolve fundamental knowledge disagree-
ments about the status of beluga in the southeast Baffin and
to provide a solid foundation for future cooperative man-
agement actions (Stevenson et al., 1994). The simple acts
of agreeing on common goals and management actions,
while avoiding knowledge imposition and integration ef-
forts, created the space necessary for Inuit to bring their
own ways of knowing, thinking, and speaking about ani-
mals to the co-management table. The SEBBC process
was unusual to the extent that it had an anthropologist,
cognizant of asymmetrical knowledge-power relations in
co-management processes, to mediate a solution to the
problem. However, most co-management or land-claim
tables are not so fortunate. Many Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal parties to co-management and land-claim proc-
esses simply do not have the ”professional literacy” (Howitt,
2001) to overcome their own cultural conditioning or to
effectively represent the interests of these projects in
cross-cultural power discourses. University graduates in
fields such as biology, law, forestry, natural resource
management, and business administration are not acquir-
ing the understandings, knowledge bases, and skill sets
they need to critically examine their own knowledge claims
and to work creatively with Aboriginal peoples to achieve
social justice and true co-existence. By not providing these
essentials to graduates, our post-secondary educational
institutions are failing Canadian society. Producing uni-
versity graduates with the “right tools for the job” should
eventually result in the development of policies, practices,
and processes that will create the space required for Abo-
riginal peoples to participate effectively in co-manage-
ment and land claims.
Hunters and Bureaucrats might very well become one
of the most important books ever written about Aborigi-
nal-state relations in northern Canada, and it should open
the gates to a flood of literature that sets out to de- and
reconstruct co-management and land-claim processes. That
said, I wish that Hunters and Bureaucrats had been written
in a style that would have made it much more accessible to
the very audience that it needs to reach, i.e., everyone
currently engaged in co-management and land claims.
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